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fermented grapes here some 2,000 years ago. They also founded
the city of Trier (making it Germany’s oldest town) where you can
zoom in on their ancient amphitheatres, thermal baths and the fa-
mous Porta Nigra town gate. Trier is also perfect for kicking off a
driving or cycling tour along the river. En route to Koblenz, you’ll
clap eyes on Europe’s steepest vineyard, legend-shrouded me-
dieval castles and historic wine warehouses. Half-timbered
Bernkastel-Kues, Belle-Epoque-flavored Traben-Trarbach and
romantic Beilstein are all inviting villages to pause in and sip fine
Rieslings and other classic German beverages.

BAVARIAN ALPS
Like Atlas carrying the world on his shoulders, the Bavarian

Alps hoist up the rest of Germany. A lyrical landscape of forests,
brooks and meadows smothered in wildflowers unfolds at the foot
of these broad-shouldered mountains, making it prime terrain for
all sorts of outdoor pursuits.

Topping the sightseeing hit list is Schloss Neuschwanstein, the
world’s most famous palace whose turreted magic truly unveils
itself at night after the day trippers have left. Bavaria brims with
churches and even non-pious types will likely rejoice at the exu-
berantly rococo Wieskirche that rises serenely from an Alpine
meadow. Peak baggers are drawn to Garmisch-Partenkirchen for
its famous ski slopes and breathtaking cogwheel-train ride to the
top of the Zugspitze, Germany’s highest mountain. If you’re into
dark tourism, confront Germany’s sinister past in Berchtesgaden,
home to the Eagle’s Nest, Hitler’s mountaintop retreat, and the
Dokumentation Obersalzberg, an exhibit about the town’s stint as
the Nazi party’s southern headquarters.

BLACK FOREST
Steeped in timeless mystique, the Black Forest is a sylvan slice

of Germany where patches of woods are indeed so dark and thick
that one might expect to stumble upon the witch’s house in the
Hansel and Gretel fairy tale.

Unfolding east of the Rhine between the Swiss border and el-
egant Baden-Baden with its glorious thermal baths and casino,
the region is gourmet central with more than two dozen Miche-
lin-starred restaurants. It’s also the birthplace of the black forest
cake, a creamy kirsch-drenched confection; Cafe Sch‰fer in
Triberg has some of the best. Triberg also happens to be Ger-
many’s cuckoo clock capital with two house-sized versions plus

Germany’s tallest waterfalls. From here, it’s just a short hop to
Freiburg, a charismatic university town with a grand minster and
lively, cafe-rimmed squares.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Frankfurt and Munich are the most popular airports, but there

are dozens of others, many of them served by budget airlines like
easyJet, Ryanair and Eurowings. Germany has an excellent train
network that links pretty much all towns, large and small. Check
schedules and buy tickets at www.bahn.de.

Travelling around by car buys flexibility and makes it easier to
get off the beaten track, especially in rural areas. All major inter-

national rental agencies have offices in the main cities. Plot routes,
toll and fuel costs with www.michelin.com. The cheapest way to
get around is by long-distance bus. Check which operator goes
where, when and for how much at www.busradar.com.

It’s perfectly possible to travel in Germany without speaking a
word of German, but it helps to master a few simple phrases. Peo-
ple are more likely to speak English in big cities, in the western
part of the country and in tourist hotspots. Peak season is July and
August but some holiday weekends in May and June can be busy
too. Check www.publicholidays.de for dates, and book ahead dur-
ing busy times. Bring an umbrella, a coat and closed shoes - rain
is a possibility any time of year. — (www.lonelyplanet.com) 


